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Why Losing Your Job Could be the Best Thing That Ever Happened
to You 2020-09-10
for those whose jobs have been a victim of the economic impact of the pandemic it is a timely reminder not only
to stay determined but hopeful financial times this book reminded me why an ending especially an unexpected
one can be the best kind of beginning viv groskop author of lift as you climb this book will help you escape the
valleys of rejection bound for the peaks of opportunity bruce daisley bestselling author of the joy of work so
much more than a user guide to life after redundancy it s an inspiring lesson on how to deal with the knocks of
everyday life written with humour empathy and honesty debbie hewitt mbe chair visa europe why losing your
job could be the best thing that ever happened to you is a compassionate guide that will inform and engage
anyone who is facing redundancy or job loss with deeply inspiring case studies and clear and brilliantly
accessible practical advice for getting back on course with your life and career learn how to navigate feelings of
anger guilt and shame search for new beginnings overcome analysis paralysis progress with small steps eleanor
tweddell s five step plan will support you through the early stages of shock through to building up the skills self
confidence and motivation to thrive after redundancy whether that is in your previous sector or something new

Losing Your Job- Reclaiming Your Soul 2010-04
a positive practical and empowering new model of career resilience for everyone who has lost fears losing or is
thinking of leaving their job in today s downsized restructured workplace

How to Deal with Losing your Job 2013-03-18
thousands of people lose their jobs every day therefore the competition to gang employment is great perfect
your job searching skills to give you the best opportunity to compete with the other people that are out there in
the job market searching for a job is work treat it that way plan your activities for each day and make sure that



everything is completed above all have faith that god will answer pray he may not answer when you want him
to but he will always be on time good luck on your job search

When You Lose Your Job 2002
job loss seems to be everywhere these days but no matter how often it happens a person may feel ill prepared
to face the many emotions that accompany it donna bennett offers readers a brief guide to getting through the
first days and weeks of a job loss and suggestions for getting the next position off to a great start

Keeping Your Head After Losing Your Job 2013-02-07
although the current economic crisis creates a sense of urgency we have always had and will always have a
large number of people who are unemployed for many it is the most difficult time that they have ever faced
without help the unemployed face an increased risk of binge drinking depression anxiety and suicide for many
there is a decreased quality of mental health life satisfaction and objective physical wellbeing most feel alone
and helpless dr robert leahy has worked with many unemployed people over the years examining the
psychological consequences of unemployment and exploring ways to help people cope with the emotional
fallout of losing their job this book gives readers psychological tools to handle their period of unemployment and
simple self help strategies that can be used immediately to help them feel better and act better the book draws
on cognitive behavioural therapy cbt as well as practices such as mindfulness to help readers boost their self
esteem and confidence decrease anxiety and feelings of helplessness and develop resiliance and strength going
forward

When You Lose Your Job 1993
laid offf fired early retired relocated demoted unchallenged



Losing Your Job—Reclaiming Your Soul 1997-06-26
even job loss has a silver lining a truly wonderful book through stories myths and metaphors mary lynn pulley
examines the factors which help people develop more meaning in their work and their lives this book is not only
for those going through career transitions but for all of us who want to be more resilient in today s work world
betsy a collard career action center right sizing reengineering organizational restructuring no matter the
corporate euphemism in which it s couched the loss of a job remains one of the most devastating events a
person can encounter but some are finding it to be a blessing in disguise in losing your job reclaiming your soul
mary lynn pulley presents a positive practical and empowering new model of career resilience for everyone who
has lost fears losing or is thinking of leaving his or her job here are the results of dozens of interviews with high
performing professionals who bounced back from the trauma of involuntary job loss their stories provide
powerful real world lessons in flexibility determination and fulfillment it s a book that puts the prospect of job
loss in meaningful perspective and gives us insight into how to turn one of life s most catastrophic experiences
into a wellspring of personal and professional reawakening

Losing Your Job Without Losing Your Mind 2020-08-17
losing a job can be very stressful it is often compounded by the fact that most of us have not done the work to
understand one undeniable truth you are you you are not your job so many confuse who they are with what
they do they begin to circle the drain when a job loss occurs you can be successful in reclaiming your power and
ensuring that the next opportunity will align with your moral compass you will come to understand the effect
that trauma has played into your journey your sum total is worth so much more than any position you will ever
hold this book will help you to see that the loss of a job is a beautiful opportunity for a new beginning you are
the architect of your life go get it



The impact of losing your job 2016-07-08
losing a job has always been understood as one of the most important causes of downward social mobility in
modern societies and it s only gotten worse in recent years as the weakening position of workers has made re
entering the labour market even tougher the impact of losing your job builds on findings from life course
sociology to show clearly just what effects job loss has on income family life and future prospects key to ehlert s
analysis is a comparative look at the united states and germany that enables him to show how different
approaches to welfare state policies can ameliorate the effects of job loss but can at the same time make labour
insecurity more common

Reset 2013-12-31
welcome to the new world of jobs in security layoff if you haven t experienced one you know someone who has
dwain schenck speaks with authority not only has he seen energetic talented and accomplished friends undergo
the stress of job loss but he too has felt the sting of being let go resetis the uncompromising portrait of schenck
s journey a successful journalist and communications professional who joins the ranks of the unemployed during
the most dismal job market in modern history his initial reactions of denial and depression sabotage his morale
and motivation then with the assistance of friends wisdom from experts and good old fashioned creativity and
tenacity schenck turns his attitude around the hard won valuable advice and techniques in these pages can
work for anyone concerned about job loss or keeping a job resetcan position you to get back on your feet often
landing in a better place schenck covers a wide variety of topics with a humorous light touch that balances the
serious subjects within which include the emotional phases of unemployment who am i insecurity and
uncertainty rules for effective networking knowing your value in a buyer s market the social life of the
unemployed mastering the art of reinvention with insight and inspiration from mika brzezinski donald trump
christine hefner mort zuckerman susie essman donny deutsch larry david joe echevarria mike barnicle and joe
scarborough



How to Bounce Back Quickly After Losing Your Job 1993
describes the warning signs that layoffs are imminent tells how to prepare for job loss and discusses the
emotional impact career implications benefits and legal rights

The Gift Of Job Loss 2021-03-02
millions of us feel lost at sea when we lose our jobs or want to change careers explore the despair recovery
discovery and triumph that come with losing our jobs changing careers and finding work we love whether losing
your job by layoff or by choice this memoir and guide offers solace insights and actions for navigating an
experience that can be traumatic turbulent and triumphant reading this story is like having a conversation with
a trusted confidant and coach how can you lose your job and find work you are meant to do network less job
hunt online more in this job loss book you will discover the author s own personal trip ups and successes in her
job loss journey real life unemployment stories from those who have experienced this career setback tips for
dealing with the variety of emotions to expect and how to constructively cope with them expert advice from
professionals who ve been on both sides of the table how to turn this temporary setback into a silver lining for
your career and your life four easy to follow action plans to guide you on a successful transition when job loss
and turbulence comes with feeling like there s nowhere to go this honest and insightful memoir is a beacon for
possibility and a roadmap for how to get to that job that means so much purchase this book today

How to Work Without Losing Your Mind 2021-01-14
genuinely empowering daisy buchanan an invaluable guide to surviving professional life viv groskop comforting
during these uncertain times yomi adegoke award winning journalist and editor in chief cate sevilla has survived
the messy stressy and sometimes bizarre world of work just in how to work without losing your mind she gives
an unflinchingly honest account of the bad bosses the time spent crying in work loos the hell and humiliation of



her working life but most importantly she reveals the solid self belief the sage advice and the hard won lessons
that got her through filled with humour wit and supportive words this book is your essential guide to fixing your
relationship with your work press it into the hands of every womxn who is sinking in a toxic work environment
battling burnout recovering from redundancy or trying to find the right career fit entertaining and practical
moving and funny a helping hand from someone who s been through it emma gannon sunday times bestselling
author

Rebound 2009-01-23
so you ve been laid off or you see it coming you re not alone and it s not your fault you re just one of millions of
smart high quality people who are being shown the door but none of that makes it feel any better what can you
do what should you do how do you cope with the havoc that losing your job can cause this sympathetic practical
book brings together all the answers you need to empower yourself and come back stronger than ever author
martha finney is one of the nation s leading workplace experts her research has been featured on cnn npr s
morning edition and in major newspapers across the country drawing on powerful insights and personal stories
from an enormous network of experts she brings together all the knowledge and resources you ll need to regain
mastery over your life finney answers questions like how can i keep getting laid off from wrecking my life how
can i protect my professional reputation and career path how do i get past the anger why haven t i heard from
my coworkers how do i keep all my options open how do i tell my family without damaging their faith in their
own futures what are my rights can i sue should i how do i keep this from happening again from start to finish
this book will help you identify your best next steps the steps that ll help you get past the trauma and move
forward emotionally financially in your career and in every part of your life

The JOY of Losing Your JoB 2016-04-15
they lost their jobs but went on to find far more fulfilling lives discover how being downsized can free you up to
find your dreams and achieve things you never thought possible



How to Start Over After Losing Your Job 2019-05-07
how to start over after losing your job is practical book based on the author s personal experiences and
observations of some of his family members who had lost their jobs but managed to restart their lives in a short
period of time this book aims to provide the reader with real practical steps on how to start over their lives after
losing their job

Fired 2017-04-12
employed unemployed or fired this is a book for you prepare to re frame your perceptions of what it means to
be financially secure and career stable in our lay off prone modern society this book is a must read you are
about to discover why losing your job is not the great tragedy it was in previous generations and why it is in fact
one of the greatest opportunities you will have to change your life its time to stop fearing being fired and wake
up to the fact it is the best thing that can happen to you uncover the five key areas of your life to focus on as
you start to build the life your really want and learn how these 5 areas can provide the foundation for a life
more fulfilled more enriched and more exciting then you could ever have imagined filled with practical steps to
help you back into the workforce or to simply rebuild your confidence after losing your job fired is the book you
need to get you back on track and start making huge gains in your life

Surviving and Thriving After Losing Your Job 2008
little is more feared by the average consumer than becoming unemployed jones draws from his own experience
of losing his job in this work that reveals the effects it had on both himself and his family and how they
eventually were able to begin moving forward



Getting from Fired to Hired 1997
addresses such issues as recognizing the warning signs of dismissal coping with being fired negotiating a
severance package and landing another job

Fired for Success 1990-01-01
tells how to keep a positive frame of mind after being fired discusses references and separation statements and
explains how to earn money while continuing a job search

What Smart People Do When Losing Their Jobs 1991-09-24
if losing a job is bad news then the good news is that a great many people not only survive job loss but
ultimately experience positive effects that help them in their careers and lives this is a guide for anyone
anticipating losing their job or for those who already have lost it it helps the reader understand how to deal with
the potentially devastating emotional and financial stress with simple logical advice and with real stories of
people who have lived through the experience

Make Job Loss Work for You 2009-08
hundreds of thousands of north americans over the past several months have found themselves on the wrong
end of a layoff the majority of them are facing a roller coaster of emotions associated with being unemployed
possibly for the first time in their lives they are angry scared and having trouble figuring out what to do next
career counsellors deems and deems have seen it all too often and now offer the solution a proven system for
facing the emotions of a layoff head on their sure fire system teaches readers how to get past their emotions to
look for a new job possibly one that is a better fit than the one they left make job loss work for you teaches



readers how to tackle their emotional reactions to job loss including shock anger denial self doubt and
depression this acceptance enables readers to move forward with their careers then using the proven deems
job getting skills system readers can focus their career direction and make all the right moves toward landing a
new job with the help of tips on resumes and cover letters search strategy offer negotiation and success in the
new job

Lost Your Job? Save Your House! 2009-02-01
have you lost your job are you worried about losing your house too it s a very stressful time when you can see
the bills piling up and you daren t open the letters this book is for you it s the tale of one man s journey from
seemingly secure employment through unemployment and being on the brink of losing his home to steadily
sorting out the problems and getting back into work and putting his finances back on track you can learn from
his mistakes in a few days what took him a year to master

Losing Your Job and Finding Yourself 2016-11-29
whether losing a job by layoff or by choice this memoir and guide offers solace insights and actions to navigate
a transition that can be traumatic turbulent and triumphant reading nancy s story is like having a conversation
with a trusted confidant and coach

Why Loosing Your Job Is the Best Thing 2017-12-28
why losing your job is the best thing that could happen to you in this book you will discover 1 not having a job
can be a good thing 2 the true definition of work 3 work is not just for survival 4 no more fears of losing your job
5 your life is measured by time 6 stop selling off your time 7 time is your scarcest resource 8 invest into yourself
9 multiply and reproduce 10 how to find your calling



The Joy of Job Loss 2009-02
have you lost your job has someone you know lost their job do you fear losing your job after nationwide budget
cuts linda webbon suddenly lost her 18 year career job finding herself in a tunnel of overwhelming dark
thoughts and emotions determined to find a way out linda followed a simple plan the results include one
remarkable miracle consistent peace of mind and life changing joy that continues to this day this book focuses
on the raw journal linda kept for the first seven days of facing a radical life change with god at the helm linda s
experience shows how consistently integrating and balancing spiritual and human needs daily not only enabled
her to survive job loss but enabled her to thrive linda s story will lift your spirits while offering simple life
principles to follow in finding deeper meaning and opportunity hidden in the loss of a job

The Redundancy Book 2010-04
a powerful source of professional renewal written by professional counselors and a financial planner this unique
journal is designed to help you deal with the difficult emotions that surface when your life has been turned
upside down by job loss whether you have been recently let go or are long out of work this workbook helps you
understand and work through the effects that job loss can have on your life and your sense of identity and aids
you in embarking on a successful search for rewarding new employment dozens of guided journal entries draw
upon the healing power of writing to help you work through your sense of loss reflect on your feelings and
prepare yourself to rebuild your professional and personal life acclaim for the healing journey through job loss
this book is an invaluable guide for anyone struggling to turn the adversity of job loss into the opportunity of a
lifetime paul g stoltz author of adversity quotient turning obstacles into opportunities

The Healing Journey Through Job Loss 1999-11-17
a strange book title perhaps unless you realize how many people who were employed yesterday or maybe a few



weeks or months ago no longer have a regular job in most cases the individual workers were not at fault their
jobs were simply eliminated despite the temptation to begin blaming yourself now is the time to reevaluate how
to manage your professional and working future the book has many excellent suggestions and exercises to help
you look st several opportunities readily available for your consideration after acquainting yourself with these
opportunities then choose the ones that work best for you

Losing Your Job Could Be a Blessing in Disguise 2008-10
losing your job can be a crushing setback but the key is to remember the expression when one door closes
another one opens with the proven tips and tactics featured in the job search checklist you ll learn how to turn
your loss into opportunity and find another job fast this indispensable guide covers everything from dealing with
the emotional impact of being laid off to rebuilding your professional identity you ll get solid advice on
developing a career plan by taking stock of your experience abilities and goals crafting an effective r sum and
building internet friendly documents creating a personal marketing plan to promote yourself to potential
employers finding the hidden job market through in person and online networking downloadable templates
sample cover letters a range of effective r sum formats and even job search correspondence will help you
customize your efforts helpful checklists throughout the book will get you on the right track and keep you there
you ll also discover valuable strategies for interviewing and negotiating effectively plus tips on hitting the
ground running once you start that new and better job

What to Do If You Lose Your Job 2009
whether due to downsizing layoffs business failures staff cuts or retirement job loss is traumatic not only is it
painful to the person affected it impacts his friendships his families his former coworkers his community and
most certainly will change his life perhaps permanently in this economy not a street in america has been
immune to witnessing the immense tarnishing of the american dream this book takes the participant victim or
those concerned about the unemployed worker through an analysis of the grief process and personality traits



leading him her through the reordering and reprioritizing stage here are some comments from those who have
read the manuscript this is a clear constructive guide with a no nonsense attitude that gives advice on how to
handle job loss the fact that you have been there and understand is obvious from your references to the
feelings of needing fulfillment and of being valued the list of the book s purpose and the personality profiles
make is very user friendly i also like the note to self which pulls subject matter into focus and guides the reader
on what to do next this has a strong feeling of the individual taking responsibility for their own future and i am
sure they will find your guide a great help in guiding them on that journey well your experience as a teacher
certainly shines through in this you know your subject and have created a handbook that will prove extremely
useful to those wondering what s next in their life and or career another reader writes thank you so much for
writing this self help guide something which is very necessary in the times we are living in where having a good
education is not always a guarantee of remaining employed i read your book with interest and appreciation
another book reviewer shares time is a great healer and it is with time that the healing process helps us to
overcome the drastic consequences that have befallen us in the meantime it is wonderful to have a book like
yours to help lessen the pain that the person who has lost their job is going through because it is painful to lose
your job it can be a mind numbing experience it s good to have a dream the dream of getting a good education
in order to get a good job sounds great it doesn t always work out well though for some people even with good
education excellent qualifications and a great reputation in doing your job efficiently a person can still lose
hisjob through no fault of his own unfortunately job loss is a global epidemic at the moment due to the
economic downturn everyone is suffering in some way or another even if someone does not lose his job he may
have suffered a reduction in wages work time may have been halved you can get very afraid about the
immediate future if your job is threatened another writer shares what a nice pep talk to guide someone back
into the work force sometimes just laying it out in plain and simple fashion can identify our weaknesses and turn
them into strengths the book also has a spiritual dimension jeremiah 29 11 13 says for i know the plans i have
for you declares the lord plans to prosper you and not to harm you plans to give you hope and a future then you
will call upon me and come and pray to me and i will listen to you you will seek me and find me when you seek
me with all your heart i will be found by you declares the lord and will bring you back from captivity this book
deals with the physical psychological sociological financial spiritual and interrelational aspects of job loss it gives



a step by step action plan for regeneration after the very real grieving process which occurs with job loss this
book should be part of every company s severance package and should be a gift to those struggling with job
loss or even anticipating such an event s occurence it s handbook section alone is reason to own it

The Job Search Checklist 2013
pulley describes the great recession that started in 2008 as part of the third wave described by alvin toffler
1980 the first wave was the shift to an agrarian society 10 000 years ago the second wave was the industrial
revolution that began in the 19th century the third wave marks the information age and changes everything
about the world of work as millions of unemployed people can attest the job as we knew it is a fading concept in
this book pulley tells stories of people who suffered a job loss but bounced back to create more satisfying lives
their stories are meant to serve as examples and inspiration

Job Loss: What's Next? a Step by Step Action Plan 2013-03-28
the book opens to reveal an america in the nearest of futures as it becomes a theocracy caused by the stealth
investments of the radical conservative political right the saga follows the adventures of rip pizzard a jazz
musician and closet mystic his humane doctrine based on buddhist principles for enlightenment opposes the
rigid dogma of the conservative hierarchy the text merges traditional settings with exotic locales with tongue in
cheek themes to satirize society s views on religion multiculturalism politics frivolous metaphysics and liberal
versus conservative conflicts the story is framed with wry sentiments expressive dialogue and provocative
concepts

Losing Your Job -- Reclaiming Your Soul: Stories of Resilience,



Renewal, and Hope 2010
canned outsourced downsized no matter what you call it losing your job hurts it can hit you at the core of your
being making you question your career your worth your identity even your relationship with god discover the
spiritual riches that can be gained through a period of unemployment

Losing Your Job Discovering Your Purpose 2003
job loss can be painful and disorienting whether it s expected tor not fighting fired with fire is a guide to help
you ignite a career you love if you ve recently experienced job loss you may not know where to turn for words of
encouragement what to do next or how to overcome this obstacle fighting fired with fire will show you that you
re not alone in this career transition this book offers readers relatable stories from those who have experienced
unexpected unemployment tips for dealing with the emotional impact of job loss and how you can turn this
temporary setback into a silver lining for your career and your life readers who have experienced job loss may
be in an emotional fog have no idea where to start or what to do to get back on track which is why there are
four easy to follow action plans to guide you on a successful transition

Sacked! What to Do When You Lose Your Job 2011-03-01
a wealth of information david l blaydes author and certified financial planner cfp with a masters in financial
planning offers the recently terminated employee a valuable resource a must read guide to financial survival
after losing your job using road signs as metaphors for navigating the financial bumps in the unemployment
road blaydes guides you through every stage of financial planning necessary during this stressful period in i just
lost my job now what you will learn how to avoid the top ten money management mistakes where to turn for
money when you need it most and how to reduce your cash flow along the way blaydes offers tips and guidance
while sharing how you can avoid making short term financial mistakes that could have disastrous long term



financial consequences david blaydes is the founder and ceo of retirement planners international inc rpi and has
been successfully engaged in the financial planning industry since 1977 he specializes in working with
terminated employees and outplacement firms he uses his skills and expertise to guide people through stressful
financial and emotional times while offering sound financial survival strategies

Finding the Jewel in Job Loss 2017-08-06

Winning Smart After Losing Big 1993

Fighting Fired with Fire 2018-03-06

What to Do If You Lose Your Job

I Just Lost My Job. Now What?
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